Recent studies on collaborative practices in large infrastructural projects address the importance of discursive strategies and power relations in dynamic project arenas [1]-[3]. This paper focuses on the coping narratives developed by contract team members during the building phase of a large-scale infrastructural project. Coping narratives relate to the management based grand narrative of the project and are produced and shaped in the process of sense making. By analyzing this interaction and the developments in a specific sub-team of a project, which is faced with multiple identity claims, this paper aims to contribute to the knowledge on how policies, views and decisions on an organizational level work out in project teams. The empirical material relates to a recent Dutch Mega-Project regarding the construction of a new sea defense and boulevard in Scheveningen. This paper shows that developments, discourses and decisions on an organizational level are of importance for the commencing coping narratives in project teams.
Introduction
In 2001, the municipality of The Hague formulated their ambition to upgrade the boulevard of Scheveningen and assigned internationally well-known Spanish architect Manuel Sola de Morales, who also designed the boulevard of Barcelona, to develop an architectural vision. Scheveningen is a village on the Dutch coast and a part of the administration of The Hague. As The Hague lacked the financial means to carry out the vision by Sola de Morales, the plan was laid to rest. In 2003, the Dutch government concluded that the coastal defense at ten loca-R. Hoogeveen, M. B. Veenswijk 90 tions along the Dutch coast was technically insufficient; these were called weak links 1 . By law these weak links had to be upgraded before the end of 2015. One of them was located in Scheveningen. This upgrading was the responsibility of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment 2 , who mandated this to the province of South Holland who, as is common in The Netherlands, sub-mandated this to the local Water Authority of Delfland 3 . In order to improve the coastal defense, the existing boulevard had to be demolished and rebuild after strengthening the sea defense. The city of The Hague seized this opportunity to realize their vision to build an entire new, attractive boulevard. The four commissioners mentioned reached an agreement to reinforce one kilometer of sea defense, to widen the beach by supplying two million cubic meters of sand, to build a new boulevard of two kilometers in length, and to combine all these activities in one project in which the city of The Hague acted as leading partner.
Since the 1980's, most civil engineering projects in The Netherlands are structured and managed according to a rational approach focusing on technical design steps and concurrent decision milestones, as described by e.g. Wijnen, Renes and Storm [4] . This approach hardly takes into account modern influencing processes by stakeholders and the public.
A vast number of large infrastructural and building projects in western society have their own history of technical, financial and political mishaps, which makes the legitimacy of these projects not self-evident, e.g. [5] [6] . To cater this, more process-oriented approaches were developed, with attention to complexity and diversity [7] . Grand narratives are often used in an attempt to regulate and manage complexity and diversity. Narratives however do not only affect the external public but also internal project team members. In order to understand this mechanism, we studied the discursive practice in the municipal contract team of the New Boulevard Scheveningen, focusing on the coping mechanisms team members developed in response to the grand narrative. The first author of this article was involved professionally as contract manager in this project. This led to an empiric description and analysis, based on research and inside knowledge of and experience in the contract team.
In this paper, we answer the question: How does the grand narrative influence the meaning giving discursives in the contract team Scheveningen and does this influence the development of commencing coping narratives? With this study, we aim to contribute to the knowledge on the effects of developments in parental organizations on the sense making and daily practices inside project teams.
In the next section, we introduce the academic debate on narratives as vehicles for sense making, within the context of organizing and decision-making. We then summarize various forms of narratives and the relation to coping and describe our methodological approach. In the following section, we describe the context of the case and our research method. After this, we elaborate on our findings regarding the developments of grand narratives and coping narratives in the researched project. Finally, we conclude this paper with our analysis, a discussion and our conclusions in which we argument that narrative development and decisions on organizational level are of importance for the daily practice and decisions in project teams.
A Narrative Approach
The concept of narrative dynamics in interpretive project management and organizational studies is a broad concept and has been discussed by many scholars, e.g. [8] - [13] . Narratives can be viewed as important vehicles through which meaning is negotiated, shared and contested. Most research relates to the question how discursive structures and patterns influence and shape actors, interpretations and actions, and consequently social practices [14] [15] . In these studies, narratives are seen as both sense making and sense giving devices [16] . In this paper, we define narratives as temporal stories in which meaning is created, modified and distributed, during a process of social interaction [17] .
Several authors have developed conceptual descriptions on potential developments in narrating processes and its consequences for organizational actors participating in a discourse. Boje [9] distinguishes narratives and "antenarratives". Antenarrative is the "story" preceding a narrative, i.e. before plot and coherence are added. Antenarrrative "gives attention to the speculative, the ambiguity of sense making and guessing as to what is happening in the flow of experience". A particular narrative, introduced by Boje, is the "grand narrative", which he describes as "a metanarrative that subjugates and marginalizes other discourses". Because of this "dominant" nature, grand narratives might invoke their own counterforces, which have the "ambition… to shatter grand narra-tive into many small stories and to problematize any linear mono-voiced grand narrative of the past by replacing it with an open polysemous (many meanings) and multivocal (many-voiced) web of little stories". Beech [18] characterizes narratives and narrators by their "style", i.e. the way a narrative develops for the actors and narrators involved. He distinguishes the epic/heroic, the romantic, the tragic and the ironic style. The epic/heroic style is characterized by a "hero" who takes action and leads "his followers" to a "better future", while the romantic style is characterized by the views and actions of a romantic suspect with an integrating behavioral style. The tragic style belongs to situations where actions are taken which regretfully do not result in the desired future. Finally, in the ironic narrative the 'better future' is not reached because the ironic suspect misreads the situation.
To describe the narrated situation and its development in this study, we distinguished the narratives and the interaction with the actors. The narrative dynamics concern the way narratives evolve in the process of organizing. We discern three subtypes. The first sub-element relates to the time aspect, the temporal development. The second one relates to the content characteristics of the narrative and the third is the way this context is expressed in several sub-contexts. The second theme of analysis shifts from the narrative to the narrator. Here we identify also three aspects. First we identify the key editors, which are involved as main narrators in the process of narrative dynamics. Second the way actors express and jump on several sub-characteristics. And third the dominant styles of the way they form and modify their stories in time.
Context
The New Boulevard Scheveningen project was carried out by the accessory departments of the city The Hague, under the administrative liability of the alderman responsible for Scheveningen. The Hague has two departments, which are involved in the physical aspects of the city: the Department of Urban Development 4 (DSO) and the Department of City Management 5 (DSB). DSO is responsible for town planning and for existing buildings and housing and DSB for managing, operating and maintaining municipal urban space [19] . The planning stage of this project was commissioned to DSO in 2006, which appointed a city-commissioner and a project manager from their organization. The project manager organized a planning team, which selected Sola de Morales for the design of the boulevard. His design of the New Scheveningen Boulevard should give the village international grandeur but also appeared very "un-Dutch" in shape and materialization.
In 2008, when the planning stage was finalized, the plan went into realization and the project was transferred to DSB. DSB appointed a new city-commissioner and a project manager, who assembled a new team. Civil engineers replaced the spatial planners and designers and the orientation shifted from process to execution. The realization stage comprised two distinct activities: the engineering and tendering, and the supervision of the actual construction. Two separate teams carried out these tasks, respectively an engineering team and a contract team.
The project manager, the members of the engineering team and the members of the contract team were recruited from the Engineering Division of The Hague 6 , which is a division of DSB. As with most municipal engineering divisions, the Engineering Division is specialized in civil engineering in the applied local context and organized in mono-disciplinary sections, comprising e.g. pavements, roads, sewers, constructions, environmental engineering, installations and public lighting. Cooperation between disciplines is rarely necessary and their experience with integrated projects and integrated engineering therefore limited. The Engineering Division was very keen on executing this project to the best of their abilities and they selected their most experienced senior staff in the required technical fields. For the engineering fields that they lacked, they commissioned subtasks to well-known, national companies and institutes. Initially the only "outsiders" in the contract team were the dike building supervisor and his assistant, acquired from the responsible water authority.
The project was financed by the ministry, the province and the city and by some national and European grants. Because of these grants, the commissioners wanted construction to start in 2010. Dutch Law states that work on sea defenses is only allowed between March 1 and October 1, as in winter the sea defenses of The Netherlands have to be fully operational. This meant tendering before the end of 2009, so the contractor could start construction in March 2010 and complete the first section before October. This gave the engineering team less than a year to complete the technical design and tender documents. As this was not possible, they chose to base the tender documents on a not fully developed technical design to meet the time frame. The remaining technical details would be designed after contracting. The project was tendered in a traditional manner, which implied that the commissioner is fully responsible for all design and scope modifications after contracting. The tender started in the second half of 2009 and the contract was awarded at the end of 2009. The construction preparations started in January 2010.
The described contract for the construction of the sea defense and new boulevard was not standing on its own. The engineering team decided to tender six concurrent contracts for sand supply and various special objects, and three supply contracts, all supporting the same overall project. Members of the contract team also supervised these contracts. The coordination of all these concurrent contractors added complexity to the task of the contract team. The technical manager, who prepared the technical design and the contracts, also became responsible as contract manager for the contract team. Because of the incomplete design, the engineering team continued completing and refining the technical design. This team stayed at the main office in the city center, whereas the contract team became stationed near the construction site. The technical/contract manager had to combine two tasks on two different locations. Approximately six months after the start of the construction phase, it became apparent that the combined function of technical and contract manager was not tenable. The Hague asked their colleagues from Amsterdam to supply a contract manager for the contract team, so the original technical/contract manager could solely focus on finalizing the design. With a time lag of eight months, the first author of this article started as contract manager in the project.
Research Method
This article intends to contribute to the knowledge on the relation between grand narratives and coping narratives, from an empirical point of view, and is based on an explorative study with a constructive angle. The inside position of the first author made it possible to gain ample knowledge on the situation and the developments in and around the contract team. In that sense, the research represents an ultimate form of ethnographic fieldwork. Data and information have been gathered through interviews, document searches and by participation. In total, 14 people successively have been part of the contract team. During the period of the interviews, the team consisted of seven team members from which all long term participating incumbent members were interviewed, who all played significant roles in the project. In addition the project manager and the technical manager were also interviewed. All interviews were carried out in the first quarter of 2013 ( Table 1 ). The threat of bias was mitigated by triangulation. In 2002 a parliamentary enquiry showed the Dutch construction sector was indulged in collusive practices [20] [21] . In order to strengthen the professionalism of government project managers, the Dutch Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management 9 founded the Public Project Academy 10 (RPA) in 2009 [22] . As part of his study at the RPA in the period 2011-2013, the first author, guided by the second author, studied the effects of decision-making by the administration on the Scheveningen contract team from an interpretive point of view. The results were reported in a paper in May 2013 [23] . The authors realized the collected data for this study contained valuable additional information. So they analyzed the data again, now with an emphasis on coping narratives, which the project team members developed under influence of the grand narratives.
The methodological approach chosen in this paper has, besides strength, also limitations. The first limitation has to do with the scope of the research, which was based on a limited number of interviews. The second limitation concerns the involved position of the first author in the researched project as team leader and contract manager, which gives him an interest, as he is also part of the analysis.
Narratives

Development of Grand Narratives
The key commissioners in this project were the city and the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, both with their interests, agenda's and national and international ambitions, which led to a high profile and highly visible project, raising expectations by politicians and the public. As governmental commissioners are well aware of political and public attention to high profile projects with major impacts on society and landscape, they use grand narratives for communication purposes.
Sea defense grand narrative
The Netherlands has a history in coastal protection, land reclamation and water management. Dike building started in The Netherlands around 1000 AC but became successful by the order of Cistercians in the 12 th century [24] . Nowadays The Netherlands is one of the most densely populated countries in Europe with about 65% of its area below average sea level [25] . This history of land reclamation and sea defenses is used in a national narrative, which is often referred to as "the eternal battle of the Dutch against the sea" e.g. [26] . The ministry commonly uses variations on this narrative to stress the importance of sea defense projects e.g. [27] . At Scheveningen the importance of the sea defense was strengthened by the fact that this particular weak link was part of the largest "dike ring" in The Netherlands; i.e. dike ring 14. This dike ring protects an area of 2000 km 2 with an average land level of one meter below sea level. There are 3.5 million people living in this area, which comprises 1.7 million houses. Also the three largest cities of The Netherlands are located within this dike ring; Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague. The area supplies 65% of the gross national product [28] . Therefore, at the start of the project in 2006, the sea defense narrative became the "natural" grand narrative. However, in 2008 the attention slowly drew more to the new boulevard of Scheveningen and the grand narrative started to shift [29] .
Boulevard grand narrative The village of Scheveningen is historically a small fishing village, originating from the 13 th century. In the 19 th century tourism made its entry. Nowadays Scheveningen is the most well known seaside resort in The Netherlands and tourism is the major source of income for the population of 52.000 [30] . The village is visited annually by 18 million tourists [31] .
The first plans for the new boulevard in Scheveningen originate from 2001. In 2003, the weak links project provided the municipality with the financial means to realize the boulevard project. On April 25, 2007 the responsible alderman for Scheveningen send a preliminary design of the new boulevard to the council commission with the following advocacy: "Improvement of the Scheveningen Boulevard is one of the key projects to improve the public space and is therefore of vital importance for tourism and liveability" [29] . The alderman was very committed to the project and linked it to his personal political conduct.
The text, with which the alderman presented the preliminary design to the council commission on April 25, 2007 , contained the only reference we found in the city council's process dossier on the boulevard [29] containing an explicit argumentation why a unique new boulevard was desired. We did not find any notices in the dossier questioning the legitimacy of the boulevard narrative; i.e. "a high quality boulevard with international al-lure". The boulevard narrative appears to be implicitly accepted as a natural perspective, as something that cannot be opposed. In an implicit way this shows the strength of this narrative.
During the realization stage, the city put a lot of effort in stakeholder communication. They set up an information center and prepared flyers, animations and other channels of communication, which had this narrative as one of their focus points. In 2008, the local saga surpassed the national one. The local grand narrative focused on the unique new boulevard and its international appeal. Only by the end of the project, when the Minister of Infrastructure and Environment officially opened the Boulevard, the importance of the sea defense temporarily gained attention again. [32] .
An example, which illustrates the dominance of the boulevard narrative over the sea defense narrative, is the following: Along the old boulevard a road was present, which was used for sauntering. Part of the design of the new boulevard was a new road dedicated to this sole purpose; i.e. sauntering with motorized vehicles. When this road was finalized, in advance of the completion of the entire new boulevard, the alderman opened this road and gained quite some media exposure. But when the sea defense was officially finished and the boulevard was still under construction, no attention whatsoever was given to this fact. From a sea defense point of view, this could have been an opportunity for media and governmental exposure: "Dike ring 14 is safe again, protecting 3.5 million people". Remarkably, this opportunity was not seized; it was not mentioned by the local or national press.
Coping Narratives
Within the project team, the members developed various coping narratives. We distinguished three; the professional superiority coping narrative, the locality coping narrative and the co-creation coping narrative.
Professional superiority coping narrative The first coping narrative is based on the ambition of the Engineering Division. They selected their most experienced, senior staff for the contract team. In combination with the boulevard narrative, framing the new boulevard as a high profile project with international allure, this resulted in a discourse in which the selected team members pictured themselves as "the best of the best". The senior team members all acted before as independent project leaders of their own teams, in mono-disciplinary projects. In this project however they had to work together in an integrated contract team. This caused tension, which got room to flourish as the technical/contract manager was focusing on finalizing the technical design and depended on the senior contract team members to start up their tasks with minimal guidance. Without apparent guidance, competition commenced and team members felt back on their own disciplinary fields, which they "protected" against interference from colleagues from other fields. The project management blamed this lack of team cooperation on a conflict of characters: "We expected the supervisors of the three disciplines to collectively approach their task. That proved a "bridge to far"; their characters didn't match". Nevertheless, the team members regarded themselves as experienced professionals and expressed themselves complacent: " 
Locality coping narrative
The second narrative focused on the locality. The followers of this narrative considered themselves representatives of the neighborhood, i.e. Scheveningen or The Hague. They considered themselves loyal to and having special knowledge of the locality. This narrative was strongest with team members originating from the village of Scheveningen. Their affiliation with this project stretched beyond their usual professional commitment. They used their position to defend the interests of the village and its inhabitants as they saw necessary. They considered themselves "advocates" of Scheveningen: "
I saw my assignment as I carried it out; I originate from this village, so I am more aware of the interests of the inhabitants. (…) This is my project, my village. I am doing this for Scheveningen. (…) The Hague? I don't care; I don't like them. (…) My clients are the inhabitants, the entrepreneurs, the beach pavilions, the lifeboat association, the harbor, all of them; but not the commissioner".
These team members showed strong convictions in their views on matters. They sometimes went against the chain of command to achieve what they felt was necessary.
The Scheveningen members had to deal with frustrations regularly when their ideas were not met, and sometimes they were called to order. They all considered leaving the team at some point, but their loyalty to the location and to the project prevented this: "
I had moments I wanted to quit. But I didn't do it because it's a beautiful projected and I am no quitter." And another mentioned: "I could not leave this job and I could not leave this team. It is my project! I am from Scheveningen. I do what I can for this village." They considered the project management and the management of the Engineering Division incompetent and the origin of their lack of influence: "Those political management games, I hate those. (…) There is no team spirit. The project management did not properly initiate this team. (…) I was selected by the division but they do not understand anything of this project."
There were other team members, not from Scheveningen, who were also committed to the locality, now being The Hague and its region. They showed a broader focus: "The client is the visitor of the boulevard.
They are the objectives of this project. The target of my discipline is to give the boulevard allure and to realize what the architect has designed. (…) Temporary hired employees are just carrying out a job. When they finish this project, the job is done and they move on. We, the civil servants of the Engineering Division, are more committed. We focus more on the quality and the details of the final result. We have more affection with the project and are approaching it from another angle".
Co-creation coping narrative
The third coping narrative can be characterized as a management narrative. It focused on "getting the job done" in the interest of all commissioners, by working together in the team and in cooperation with the surrounding stakeholders, the contractors and the engineering team.
A member of the project management explained his vision on the way he wanted the team to cooperate with stakeholders and especially the surrounding: "We are working on a municipal project in a complex environment. We have to assure we finalize this in a proper way. (…) It did happen emotions evolved, like: "The surrounding against us"; "We have to carry out our job and the surrounding (authors: stakeholders) hinders us"; "They do not appreciate our efforts"; "They do not approve our approach while we have very good and practical reasons to do it as we do". Those emotions I did sense, but I regarded it my job to emphasize: "Guys, it is part of our job". Some slight acts of resistance were experienced but these were approached understandingly: "Sometimes it happened that matters were not executed as ordered, but often this was a matter of communication. The key-editors of the co-creation coping narrative showed generally more satisfaction on their roles and the results they acquired than the key-editors of the other two coping narratives. The project manager and one of the team members both formulated this in almost the same concise way: "With so many different people and characters, it went quite well. A lot of people do not realize that".
Analysis
Narrative Dynamics
During the project, the local grand narrative took over the leading role from the national grand narrative. Initially the sea defense grand narrative was stronger; it stressed the importance of national flood protection. When the project progressed and the influence of the city of The Hague commenced, they came in the position to strengthen the boulevard grand narrative, which eventually took over the role from the national grand narrative as external public grand narrative and as internal municipal grand narrative. The ministry guarded their main goal, i.e. the sea defense, and their financial contribution, but let the daily process to the municipality and the water authority. The water authority guarded their interest in sea defense and flood safety but, as with most water authorities in The Netherlands, they did not put a lot of effort in public communication. This gave The Hague not only a leading position in the project but also in the public communication. As a result, after public communication had made a serious start, the municipal narrative was brought more explicitly into play and both narratives were temporarily integrated. The grand narratives followed a logical chronological path; during the first years of the construction phase the sea defense was built and during the latter years the boulevard, which was reflected by their respective presence in means of communication. A significant driving force behind the boulevard grand narrative was the responsible alderman who continuously drew media attention to the project and tirelessly expressed to public and media his message on the importance of this 'high quality boulevard of international allure' for Scheveningen. He showed continuous personal interest in the project and its progression, which gained him positive recognition from members of the contract team. e.g. a story told in the contract team was that in weekends the alderman apparently visited the project site regularly by bicycle, and on Monday morning he would gave his comments and instructions to the director of the DSB.
The professional superiority coping narrative was initially dominant, due to two reasons. First, the selection of the initial contract team members focused on a maximum experience level, which was the base for the commencement of this coping narrative. Second, the start of the contract team was not organized explicitly; management propagated the team members to organize their jobs without explicit guidance, being experienced professionals who could do without. This endorsed the first reason to the contract team members themselves.
The project management changed during the project. The first project manager and the technical/contract manager encountered the first tensions within the team, and between team and contractor. Although the project 12 At the northern end of the boulevard a fairy park is located, designed by the American artist Tom Otterness. manager initially selected the team members himself, based on seniority, he subsequently made some important changes in the team. This intervention initiated the shift towards the co-creation coping narrative. The new team members were selected on a balance between flexibility and experience. They took the opportunity to suggest a different cooperation with the contractor and focused more on cooperation in the contract team; i.e. they were relatively less focused on "protecting their own discipline". The decisive push for this change came with the new project manager who operated diplomatically but with a clear goal. He supported the co-creation coping narrative more explicitly, which gave the followers of this narrative space to practice their ideas and position over the supporters of the other coping narratives.
The locality coping narrative stayed strong from beginning to end. The local team members were very committed and stayed their cause. They often combined the locality narrative with the superiority narrative but the locality was leading. Initially they were very successful as their commitment gave them credits. However, after problems with the contractor arose and the tension in the team increased, the project manager gave them less space and decreased their influence. The temporal development of this coping narrative differed from the superiority narrative as the followers of the locality narrative were consistent and did not give in.
In Figure 1 , the temporal development of influences of the various narratives is indicated on a relative scale.
In Table 2 , the narratives and their characteristics are summarized and augmented with ways of expression. Also the key editors are described, who will be analyzed further in the next section.
Narrator Dynamics
Each narrative had its followers, with their personal development styles [18] . Table 3 presents an overview, as observed by the first author. Table 3 shows most participants followed more than one narrative. Apparently it is not necessary to commit to one narrative only. With some this was a matter of combining two, non-conflicting narratives, with others it was development in time and sometimes it was "jumping the narrative". All team and project management members showed preferential narratives, which generally became leading in case of conflicting interests. The two grand narratives did not led to significant conflicting interests as they followed each other logically in time.
The coping narratives however partially contradicted each other. It was difficult to combine the co-creation coping narrative with one of the other coping narratives. As for the combination of the coping narratives with the grand narratives, only the locality coping narrative sometimes led to conflicts in situations where the perceived interests of Scheveningen differed from the project interests. The supporters of the various coping narratives hardly undermined the grand narratives but neither did they use the grand narratives to strengthen their coping narratives. The latter is considered surprising as it could be reasoned that using the grand narrative for strengthening one own coping narrative, enhances the chance "to win". The style categories presented in Table 3 are nothing more than contemporary styles observed by the first author, from an emic point of view, because as Beech [18] states: "actors are clearly not fixed in a single style category". Nevertheless, it is apparent that the dominant project management style was romantic, whereas in the contract team more a mix of styles was present. We observed correlation between styles and coping narratives. The heroic style was dominant with the professional superiority coping narrative and the romantic style prevailed with the co-creation narrative. The differentiating versus the integrating character of the heroic respectively the romantic style are logical driving forces behind the chosen styles; i.e. superiority is inextricably linked to differentiation, whereas co-creation is not possible without integration. The locality coping narrative did not show a dominant style. The behavior of the "localist" could generally be described as differentiating but the narrative did not develop in a heroic way; hence the diversity of styles.
The described mechanisms can be explained by Hirschman's theory on "Exit, Voice and Loyalty" [39] . Hirschman describes "exit and voice" as options for organization members to react on dissatisfying developments. He regards "loyalty" as the key parameter for the actor's choice of behavior, in which loyalty is defined as an actor's commitment to an organization. High loyalty makes a choice for "voice" plausible in which case the actor tries to prevent an undesired outcome by criticizing the situation. In absence of loyalty, there is little that withholds an actor from "exit"; i.e. leaving the organization and therewith the dispute.
Hirschman also states "voice is likely to play an important role in organizations only on condition that exit is virtually ruled out". In this study almost all interviewees mentioned to consider exit not an option. In such a situation, Hirschman describes "expulsion (…) as an instrument-one of many-which "management" uses in organizations to restrict voice by members". This fits the management interventions in the middle of 2010 when the project manager rearranged tasks, introduced a new contract manager and, in due time, replaced some team members. The contrast between the supporters of the locality narrative and the co-creation narrative can be seen as an ideological one, in which the supporters of the locality narrative followed a more "activist approach" and the supporters of the co-creation narrative were representing the "voice of reason". In terms of Hirschman, in such a situation there is a threat of "overshooting the optimum"; i.e. due to their "extreme position", the "localists" "have nowhere else to go" and are expected "to fight harder" than the "co-creationists", thus having more chance to tip the balance in their favor. The supporters of the co-creation coping narrative are seen as having more space to act and thus less in dire straits. This situation was prevented through intervention by the successive project managers who promoted the co-creation coping narrative and restricted the (formal) discussions on this matter.
Describing the events in terms of Hirschman does not fully cover all developments; the observed application of power appeared to be layered. The first project manager used power as a tool to influence matters. Nevertheless, in terms of Beech [18] , his style appeared romantic ( Table 3 ) due to the fact that team members hardly perceived his underlying motivations. Team members were aware of the rearrangement of tasks and positions in the first half of 2010 but the interviews showed they were not aware of the real motivations of the personnel changes in the team thereafter as these were all presented as in the interest of other projects in the Engineering Division. This required involvement of the organizational management, which was confirmed by a senior manager of the department. The heroic style in this action was apparently "disguised" as romantic; project and organization management displayed integration and did not openly aspire differentiation. Both project managers and the management of the Engineering Division pledged integration, which appeared to be an espoused value. Whether there was an actual contradicting value in use on organizational level did not become fully visible. An integrating romantic style was also demonstrated in the way the second project manager steered the team towards co-creation. In the observations it became apparent that team members were given only seemingly space to maneuver outside the "targeted narrative" but actual deviation from this path was restricted. Both project managers appeared to act out of sincere believe in a romantic approach as voiced in their micro-narratives. This is only coherent when we accept that their conviction and actions were layered.
Finally, the alderman clearly demonstrated his conviction and skills to achieve his goals. Whether he applied power did not became visible as this was not a subject of our research, but it is hard to imagine he did not. His style was heroic as he convincingly took the lead and presented himself as the frontman of the New Scheveningen Boulevard.
Discussion and Conclusions
The last two decades, there have been major developments in the Dutch infrastructure sector. New laws and regulations were introduced, abolishing old patterns of collaborating practices. As market players apparently were long lasting insufficiently aware of the consequences of new legislation, old practices continued for several years, resulting in a public inquiry in 2002, which uncovered widespread irregularities [6] [20] [21] . Similar developments were observed internationally [39] . Since 2002 the Dutch infrastructure struggles for finding new ways and structures of collaboration. This struggle is still taking place on the level of national forums, inside client organizations as well as contracting organizations, and inside operational (project) teams. On national and organizational level new practices are developed and decided upon in a vast tempo. New strategies of collaboration are unrolled in projects, requiring stakeholders and staff to adopt 'on the spot' new working practices. Various studies have focused on the consequences of these developments on organizational level e.g. As we saw the smooth transition of the national grand narrative towards the municipal grand narrative, we conclude that it is possible for an infrastructural project to follow more than one grand narrative but this will involve some dynamics. In this case, the temporal prevailing narrative on any given moment was determined by two factors: one was the topicality and the other the level of control by stakeholders. In the first phase of the project, control over finances was of influence and in the second phase the control over the public communication appeared decisive. These influences coincided with the topicality, which made the outcome convincing as well as obvious.
The studied grand narratives aimed for public communications by the respective governmental organizations but were also ingrained inside these organizations and in the teams entrusted with the realization of the project. Therefore our second conclusion is that grand narratives are used in the process of sense making and meaning giving by commencing coping narratives in project teams.
In the process of coping and sense making, members of the contract team created various coping narratives, which developed and varied in time and influence. None of the studied coping narratives fulfilled Boje's definition of microstoria in the sense that they aimed to "shatter grand narrative" and break it down [9] . All coping narratives supported more or less the grand narratives and mainly fulfilled sense making and sense giving purposes for the team members. Our third conclusion therefore is that coping narratives are developed by team members to give meaning and direction to their daily actions but do not necessarily oppose grand narratives.
Diverging coping narratives led to competition inside the team. The styles used by the various team members were correlated to the values within the narratives. The differentiating professional superiority narrative was commonly supported by the, also differentiating, heroic style, whereas the integrating co-creation coping narrative was usually propagated with an integrating romantic style. Our fourth conclusion is therefore that narrating style and narrative content are interdependent in order to create coherency.
Finally, we conclude that management interventions and the use of power have been decisive for the choices and decisions in the studied contract team and therefore for the final results.
